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2021 LIBOR Transition Priorities:
• Transitioning from LIBOR to Risk Free Rates (RFRs) will impact Treasury and Risk
functions globally. Businesses need to focus on funding and basis point risks across
their organizations.
• Strategic client outreach programs must be implemented to engage clients and inform
them of contractual changes in a timely manner to avoid misunderstandings and
reputational damage.
• Legal fallback language in line with ISDA and other protocols will enable a smooth
transition from legacy to new products, and LIBOR to new benchmarks.

We had to cancel our conference this
year so we offered our presenters
“The Last Word” on their topics of
expertise to benefit all –
until we meet again in 2021.

As business migrates to digital tools – and
finance and treasury shift gears, new
metrics for cash, liquidity, and investment
management must also change. We see
treasury moving from a focus on cost
savings and efficiency gains to tracking
value creation and preservation.
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As the lifeblood of any business, cash - not a balance
sheet - is critical in a crisis. Practitioners need to be able
to address cash concerns from anywhere.
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Marketer
Q2eBanking
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The new RTP® can streamline and automate the
procure to pay process.
Financial institution(s) and software provider partners
can help companies explore RTP® products and
services.

Patrick McGuire
Treasury Manager
Dorel Sport

• Money fund reforms
have failed, and
government
intervention shines a
bright light on their
inherent challenges.
• Treasury professionals
are wise to:
 Diversify their cash
early and often as
options are
diminishing.
 Adhere to investment
policies prioritizing
absolute safety and
liquidity.

Be Cyber Proactive:
• We all experience competing priorities during uncertain times.
Keep your systems and software updated. Ensure the latest
security patches are installed.
• Don’t fall for the bait. Verify web sites to avoid misinformation.
• Be aware of increased activity by cyber criminals, phishing and
vishing are elevated during uncertain times.
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ISO 20022 represents a generational
opportunity more than an obligation. While
it is possible to pass the short term,
mandatory tests with little investment,
leading institutions have strategies that call
for end-to-end processing of the whole,
intact message, processing efficiency
improvements, and client facing product
enhancements. The possibilities span
technology, operations, product design and
risk management. Preceding examples
from Europe prove that the ultimate
winners will be those who exploit the full
ISO capabilities. It is not too early, no
matter who you are in the payment chain,
to form these strategies.

Effectively managing working capital across
numerous regions can be a significant
challenge. Additionally, optimizing cash
streams in a complex data environment is a
time-consuming process. Dawn Foods went
from a P&L to a cash-driven organization by
using the right technology.
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Keith Bergman, Director
Ledgewood Advisory Group

Transform Your Operations Using Technology
Smart treasuries utilize technology to
overcome the challenges. RPA is eliminating
mundane tasks with FX exposure aggregation,
balance reporting and cash flow forecasting.
DLT ‘smart contracts’ are improving IC loan
workflow and payment processing. The
challenges can definitely be overcome.

Build a Treasury Value Proposition:
• Get involved with enterprise data management and
ensure that treasury data is connected to related
strategies.
• Understand your company’s ability to build and support
new digital tools.
• Leverage the tools you already have in place first before
moving to purchase or build something new.

Tim O’Donnell
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Considerations for transitioning away from LIBOR:
“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail”,
Benjamin Franklin. Libor’s replacement will impact
all corporate treasuries.
• Assess your exposure to a rate change.
• New contract terms the same as previous.
• Are hedging strategies & relationships impacted.
• Impact on valuations & TMS applications.

Cyber criminals are using state-of-the-art technology and psychology while
organizations continue to trust insufficient manual processes and training.
Organizations need to adopt a smart, safe and streamlined technology-based
solutions to replace existing vulnerable human-labor-based processes.

Keith Bergman
Director
Ledgewood Advisory Group

FASB Hedge Accounting Updates /
Clarifications:
• Cash Flow Hedge Items: Change in hedged
risk and the documentation surrounding
contractually specified components.
• Foreign-currency debt dual hedge status as
both the hedge and hedged item.
• Meaning of the term pre-payable.

Tom Niemier
Hedge Accounting Specialist
Derivative Path, Inc.
Rob Baer, Head
Hedge Accounting
Derivative Path, Inc.
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Build a Powerful LinkedIn Presence:
Think of LinkedIn as a free Billboard
advertising your skills and talents to the
world. Simple actions invested in this
powerful tool can help in building your
network and leverage your digital presence to
achieve personal and business goals.

Alon Cohen, Founder Chairman and CEO nsKnox
Israel Aloni, Director of Cyber Security KPMG

Modern Treasury Banking Redesigned
For the modernization of treasury services,
banks can anticipate growth in client
expectations. Leading organizations will
streamline onboarding via workflow and
eliminating redundancies, thus increasing
satisfaction while improving “time to
revenue.” The service will be enabled via
API and streamlined with ERP systems, and
the mobile and web experiences must be
on par with retail.
Banks can expect growth in real-time, more
ACH windows, and a migration toward
ISO20022. Looming challenges include:
legacy account analysis and core systems
increasing costs, increasing errors, and
increasing complexity and risk. By
beginning to “digitally decouple” pricing
and billing logic onto modern technology,
commercial banks can be better prepared
for the future.
Conrad Sheehan
Core Payments Lead
Accenture

Access Working Capital
during a Crisis:
During a crisis, treasurers
can free much needed cash
flow for their company,
customers, and suppliers,
from day-to-day operations
by extending vendor
payment terms while
improving supplier health.
Optimizing Days Payment
Outstanding can improve
both the income statement
and balance sheet.
1. Fully understand and
strategically segment
supplier payments,
accordingly.
2. Extend payment terms
and improve supplier
health.
3. Sell the business case to
Internal Champions and
Stakeholders: Accounts
Payable, Finance,
Treasury, Procurement /
Vendor Management,
Technology

Companies with foreign functional subsidiaries
are paying out big money to hedge currencies
they are not economically exposed to,
specifically cost-plus and cash sweep related
intercompany payables. It is critical to hedge
these BS exposures, but corporates should
consider executing offsetting Net Investment
hedges to “fix” the economics.

Helen Kane
Founder & CEO
Hedge Trackers, LLC
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The ACH Network is thriving with 24.7 billion
entries processed in 2019 and roughly 1 million
Same Day ACH (SDA) transactions processed daily!
Visit nacha.org for upcoming rules changes
including SDA expansion. Interested in a platform
for securely exchanging payment-related
information within a network of connected
service providers?

Robert Heinrich, Attorney
Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren, s.c.

• Review your loan documents around
“Material Adverse Effect,” defaults and
other provisions impacted by the COVID19 pandemic.
• Consider your eligibility to receive loans—
and loan forgiveness—under programs
created by the CARES Act and other
stimulus bills.
• With LIBOR’s imminent demise, examine
what replacement rate applies under your
loan documents.

Debbie Barr
Executive Director
NACHA

Amy Leslie Senior
Director
JPMorgan

Rita Cardenas, Senior Payment Consultant BMO Harris Bank
Nancy Butler, Senior Manager Supplier Enablement & Strategic Partnerships BMO Harris Bank
Brian Simkin, Treasury Manager Crate & Barrel

Make the Move from Batch to Real Time Payments
• Faster payment solutions are changing the way companies manage their treasury
operations and meet ever-changing client expectations.
• Stay educated on faster payment platforms like Real-time Payments (RTP), Zelle
and push-to-debit solutions.
• Visualize how real-time collections and real-time liquidity management could help
enhance your organization and explore the potential positive value of real-time
customer support.
Everette Glass, Senior Vice
President, Product Advisor Treasury
Solutions Group
PNC

• Payment fraud and cyber risk attacks are
escalating in complexity and frequency.
• Establish strong payment process with
controls and dual authorization throughout.
• Develop a senior level reaction team for the
inevitable breach.
• Consider outside perspective to help
identify vulnerabilities.
Jeff Diorio, Director
Novantis

Make AP Treasury’s Strategic Partner:
• Develop a holistic payment strategy in
conjunction with Treasury and
Procurement.
• Assist with cash projections, providing
insight into upcoming payments.
• Mitigate risk by securing supplier
payment information and determining
payment methods.
• Assess value of disbursement float on
check vs. other payment alternatives.
Josh Cyphers
Vice President Product
& Strategy
Nvoicepay
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President
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Mastering currency risk management is critical to success when
conducting international business. Fortune 500 companies and
small and medium-sized enterprises can benefit from best
practices for identifying, analyzing, and mitigating foreign exchange
(FX) risk by creating a risk management policy that optimizes
personnel, operations, and resources.

Bill Chan
Transtech
Consulting
Group

Influencing Skills
• Aim for Win/Win situations.
• Use creditability, logic and emotion.
• Ask in-depth questions to understand
other’s need.
• Listen with empathy. What is the other
person saying and feeling?
• Present solution based both on logic
and emotion.
• Logic with evidence are good reasons
for consideration but emotions are the
trigger to action.
• Use powerful and emotional stories to
move people.
• Match your personality type to the
other’s styles to be more likable.

What’s new with Payments:
• RTP represents the first new payment rail for the U.S. since the ACH network
was introduced in 1974.
• Request for Payment allows issuing and paying of e-invoices and e-bills with
rich remittance data
• Disbursements with Zelle offers quick notification and fast payments to
consumer accounts without needing banking information
Ryan McHugh, Vice President, Product Manager BNY Mellon

• There is an organic movement taking place
towards APIs driven by the need for realtime and optionality in connectivity
• Flexibility, agility, and efficiency enabled by
future state technology on a global scale is
the key to sustained success
• Majority of treasurers cite APIs being the
greatest new development in payments.

Patrick McDonagh
Vice President
J.P. Morgan

Mike Richards
CEO & Founder
The Treasury
Recruitment Co.

• Treasury professionals
safeguard and invest their
company’s money but can
the same be said for you
and your career?
• Do not underestimate the
power of networking and
effective personal
branding.

International Payments Ripe for Automation
Business benefits include:
• Lowered risk of currency fluctuations.
• Visibility into payments and associated fees
• Streamlined AP process - saves your AP Team
time and reduces errors
• Redeployed data maintenance tasks and
payment fraud liability

Josh Cyphers
VP of Product & Strategy
Nvoicepay
Don Banowetz
Senior Director Enterprise Solutions
Cambridge
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In short-term environments,
factors beyond traditional
financial metrics can affect
long-term performance.

Deborah Cunningham, CFA
Executive Vice President
Chief Investment Officer
Global Liquidity Markets
Senior Portfolio Manager
Federated Hermes, Inc.

• Building internal and external relationships
is crucial to advance your career and help
you and others throughout your career
• Incorporate this question every day: “How
Can I Help You?” with your teams, your
manager, to those outside of your company
• LinkedIn can make you a better connector
and giver – the 2nd Degree connections are
powerful – they know who you know.
Larry Kaufman
Regional Managing Director
Experis Finance
Author, The NCG Factor

Powering New Experiences with APIs:
APIs have been widely deployed to power
unique customer/user experiences in
many areas of life. APIs bridge, connect
and aggregate systems’ data, companies
and processes - and can be combined to
create new solutions - like Uber.
Financial institutions have embraced APIs
to reimagine product delivery and access.
Offering custom, differentiated user
experiences that are simple to use and
easy to understand is a great way for FIs
to employ APIs.
Examples of use cases include: faster
payroll payments, real-time payroll
advances, pay on demand for casual/gig
workers, replacing COD, and improving
the ability to properly vet accounts and
their ownership.
Disrupting Treasury with Robotic Process
Automation and Artificial Intelligence:
• RPA performs repetitive rules-based
tasks but cannot sift paper files
• Consider data stability. BOT
maintenance increases with every data
source change
• API’s complement RPA reducing
BOT maintenance
• AI can extend RPA’s power
• Leverage experienced RPA resources
• Assign a leader
• Pilot, expand cross-functionally to scale

Daniel Vorhes
Vice President
Digital Product
Management
PNC

To Help Prevent Fraud:
• Build and maintain strong internal controls, Sarbanes-Oxley.
• Control elements like check/debit block and ACH/check
positive pay should be required for every account.
• Identify high-risk and manual business processes that can be
outsourced and automated, such as check printing, AP
functions and cash application.

Ashley Futscher, APPSC
Vice President, Treasury Solutions
Solutions Advisor PNC
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Sr. Lead Analyst
Financial Analytics
& Automation
Chick-fil-A, Inc.
Craig A. Jeffery
Managing Partner
Strategic Treasurer
Stephen Marra
SVP Strategic
Advisory
Wells Fargo

Blaine Carnprobst, CTP, AOCSC,
VP, Receivables Product Advisor,
Treasury Solutions Group PNC

Advanced Artificial Intelligence for AR:
AR cash application is a time-consuming
process readily improved with artificial
intelligence to “interrogate” payments and
“learn” remitter practices.
With electronic payment growth comes a
decline in payment remittance detail. Both
AI and robotics process automation can
capture remittance detail from emails and
websites to improve automated posting.
Improved data analytics on deductions can
help organizations reduce write-off costs
and analyze customer deduction practices,
resulting in further write-off improvement.

Payment/Counterparty/Foreign Bank Risk: Move away from
open account terms toward letters of credit (LCs) or
documentary collections. Consider adding confirmation to LCs.
Country Risk: Regularly monitor country developments,
particularly in times of disruption.
Currency Risk: Consider transacting in foreign currency to help
alleviate hidden risk.
Liquidity Management: Accelerate cash flow with discounting.

The call for action has never been bigger. As a society, our
awareness of environmental, social and governance (ESG)
issues has risen to new highs.

Ashley Cooke
Head of Institutional Client
ESG Solutions DWS

Anthony Guide, CTP, CertICM,
VP, International Advisor
PNC

Jordan Nathanson
Corporate Coverage
Americas – Central Region DWS
Stefan James
Head of Corporate Coverage
Americas DWS

Kenneth Bender, VP,
International Advisor
PNC
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Abbreviated Checklist for LIBOR
replacement (by yearend 2021):
• Establish Transition Protocol
• Educate and communicate with
management
• Identify and validate exposure
• Fallback Provisions: Credit Facilities,
Leases, Derivatives, etc.
• Evaluate impact on hedge
accounting/reporting
• Know the optional expedients
• Other impacts: discount rates, credit
rates and effectiveness calculations

Rob Owens Director of
Fixed Income Strategy
Farmer Mac

ACH payment fraud:
• Tripled since 2010
• Use ACH filters/blocks
• Wire fraud:
• Quadrupled since 2013
• Purchase new computer for online
banking only
• Use it only to release requests

Greg Litster
President
SAFEChecks

Check fraud:
• Highest in fraud attempts/losses
• Use “controlled” checks
• Use Payee Positive Pay

Ruth Hardie
Senior Director Client
Services
Hedge Trackers, LLC

Making Moves in the Current Interest Rate Environment:
Over the last 30 days, corporates have re-evaluated their approaches to cash,
prioritizing safety and liquidity over yield.
Given the uncertainty regarding the short- and long-term impacts of the current
crisis, clients are building cash positions.
Holly Harrison
SVP, Product Management Group Manager, Liquidity
PNC

Demand for cash liquidity
continues to increase as
access to capital shrinks for
many businesses. Financial
leaders must leverage
innovative cash management
approaches, reduce costs and
risks in their supply chain,
and utilize expenses to fund
the world’s businesses and
balance sheets.

Stewart
Stanton III
Managing
Director
C2FO
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AI-powered Cash Forecasting:
Plumbing the depths of spreadsheets is time
consuming and treasury teams struggle to
obtain the information they need from other
departments.
Luckily, the AI revolution comes with many
benefits. By implementing solutions that
utilize AI, companies can gain better insights
into their cash forecasting.

Heather Schmidt, CFO
Global Precision Industries, Inc.
Gale Pence, Founder and CEO
Global Precision Industries, Inc.

Navigating Global Trade and Tariffs:
• Pre-plan including policies and
procedures to address shifting trade
and tariff barriers
• Update pricing/terms with customers
to capture tariff increases and
Customs & Border Patrol automated
transactions
• Adjust Incoterms to shift risk /
responsibility between seller and
buyer. Clearly state in project
estimate
• Be creative with shipment options
(i.e. in-bond shipments may help
avoid tariffs where applicable)
• Ask questions as trade and tariff
policies change
• Work with a trusted freight-forward
or logistics expert to navigate
changes
• Make government officials aware of
your logistics information
• Monitor office government trade and
tariff websites
• Inform customers, in advance, to
prepare for potential tariff charges
• Include pricing/terms that cover
the cost of applicable tariffs
• Pricing should include language citing
adjustments based on actual tariff
amount upon Custom Clearance
• Ask customer for a new purchase
order with adjusted tariff pricing.

Want to learn more? Please feel free to contact individual speakers.
Like our Content? Please come and see us at the 2021 Windy City Summit.

Follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn (Company Page and Group) and Twitter and
(all above icon links are live) sign up to receive our email alerts by texting
“TMAC” to #22828 to receive more information about:
• Call for Speaker Proposals
• Call for Sponsorships, Exhibitors
• Attendee and lodging information

TMAC to
#22828

For more information at anytime, please contact: info@windycitysummit.org

